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Abstract

Suppose that a random variable X of interest is grouped or censored or missing so that

one only observes a coarsening of X� i�e�� a random set containing X with probability �� It

is assumed that the coarsening mechanism has the coarsening at random property� Suppose

furthermore that the coarsening either equals X itself or that is a set with positive X�

probability� We modify the NPMLE of the distribution of X by demanding that its support

is the set of observed data points� We provide a general theorem giving su�cient conditions

for e�ciency of this NPMLE� or e�ciency of the NPMLE after a small data reduction� We

apply the theorem to a number of examples�

� Introduction�

Suppose we are concerned with nonparametric estimation of the distribution function F of a
random variable X � However� there is a nuisance censoring� missingness or grouping mechanism
so that for each of n i�i�d� observations Xi we only observe a coarsening or reduction Yi of Xi�
i � �� � � � � n� A coarsening of X is a random region Y which contains X with probability ��
We assume such measurability that the conditional distribution G of Y � given X � is �almost
everywhere� well de�ned� see Gill� van der Laan and Robins ��		
� for a convenient set�up�
covering as far as we know all examples of interest� The distribution of Y is determined by the
marginal of X � together with the conditional of Y given X �i�e� by F and G together�� however�
though G is not necessarily known� we will denote it by PF suppressing the dependence on G�
This makes good sense under the assumption of coarsening at random de�ned by Gill� van der
Laan� and Robins� ��		
� as� for each x� x��

PY jX�x�dy� � PY jX�x��dy� on fy � x � yg � fy � x� � yg ���

Intuitively� this means that observing Y � y tells us no more and no less than X � y� The
coarsening at random assumption was introduced by Heitjan and Rubin ��		�� and further
studied by Jacobsen and Keiding ��		� and Gill� van der Laan and Robins ��		
�� Very many
speci�c nonparametric CAR models have been studied in the literature� Well known examples
are� the �univariate� random censoring model�see Andersen et al� ��		��� Wellner ��	���� Gill
��		��� the double censoring model�see Chang and Yang ��	�
�� Chang ��		��� Gu and Zhang

�
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��		��� and the multivariate random censoring model�see Dabrowska ��	��� �	�	�� Prentice
and Cai ��		�a�b�� van der Laan ��		�b��

Let � � I�Y � fXg� and let PF���B� � P �Y � B�� � ��� Thus � is the indicator of a
complete observation� while PF�� is the law of the incomplete observations� Attention will be
restricted to CAR models of laws PF of Y with

�G�x� � P �� � � j X � x� � � F �a�e�� and F �Y � � � PF���a�e� ���

In words� the coarsening mechanism must be �at random�� next� given the underlying value
X � x� x should be exactly observed with positive probability� if however x is coarsened� the
coarsening Y should be a set of positive probability for the underlying distribution of X �

The reason the CAR property is so signi�cant is that� under CAR� the likelihood for the
data factors into an F part and a G part� where the F part is the same as if the coarsening had
been according to a predetermined� �xed� partition of the underlying sample space� Let � be
a dominating probability measure for F � and de�ne f � dF�d�� Then the log likelihood for F
based on our n observations is

L�F � �
nX
i��

log
�
f�Xi�

�iF �Yi�
���i

�
� ���

We obtain our modi�ed NPMLE Fn of F by maximizing L�F � over all F dominated by a
data�dependent� discrete measure �n generated as follows� Select one point xi from each set Yi�
It may be that one of the selected points xi is never alone in the observed Yj � i�e�� if Yj contains
xi then it also contains at least one other� di�erent� xi� � If so delete the �rst point xi from the
collection� Repeat till no more deletions are possible� At that stage we have �relabelling the
selected points� a collection x�� � � � � xm such that each xi is the only one of these points in at
least one of the Yj � while each Yj does contain one or more xi� Note that the collection includes
all exact observations �Xi such that Yi � fXig and therefore �i � ��� since such points are
forced into the initial collection and can never be deleted as they are alone in their own Yi� It
only contains more points than the exact observations when there are observed regions Yi which
are empty of exact observations� Let �n be counting measure on fx�� � � � � xmg and de�ne F��n�
as the set of discrete distributions F with F � �n� Let Pn be the empirical measure of the data
Y�� � � � � Yn� Finally� de�ne Fn by�

Fn � arg max
F�F��n�

Z
log�pF �dPn � arg max

F�F��n�

�

n

nX
i��

log�pF �Yi��� ���

where pF �Yi� � f�Xi��iF �Yi����i and f�x� is the probability mass of F at x� so that F �Yj� �P
i�xi�Yj f�xi�� Since L�F � � �� if F �Yj� � � for any j� and each xi is the only point in at

least one Yj � it follows that Fn puts positive mass on each of the points in fx�� � � � � xmg� The
actual NPMLE �Kiefer and Wolfowitz� �	�� typically also puts mass on other points or even
spread over other regions� Our modi�cation of the NPMLE leads to an estimator which is easier
to compute and easier to study� while it does not lead to a loss in asymptotic e�ciency� We
will call Fn simply the NPMLE though a more correct name would be �data�sieved NPMLE��
In appendix A we prove existence and uniqueness �up to the possible freedom of choice in �n�
of this NPMLE�

The aim of the present paper is to �nd su�cient conditions for consistency� asymptotic
normality and e�ciency of the NPMLE which on the one hand cover many models of interest
�both old and new� but on the other hand do not require delicate model�speci�c calculations�
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Our claim is that a strengthened version� assumption � below� of the condition ��� together
with further �structural� conditions on the class of sets Y which can be observed does exactly
this� The models which are amenable to our approach are certainly the �easier� examples for the
NPMLE in missing data problems� for instance� condition ��� puts us into the realm of root�n
rate estimation� However� they include many examples which so far were only analysed using
heavy and model�speci�c calculations� So far� the general theory which is available �Bickel and
Ritov� �		�� van der Vaart� �		�� though certainly deep� is so general that much further work
has to be done in any speci�c example before it is clear whether or not it is covered� while in the
case of the �rst paper� the simple NPMLE we have described is replaced by a sieved NPMLE
on a larger and �ner collection of points� depending on a band�width parameter which remains
to be chosen by the statistician�

Of the examples mentioned above� our approach covers univariate random censoring and
�under further conditions� double censoring� but not the general bivariate random censoring
model� However even when the approach in �rst instance does not work� it can provide valuable
insight� by suggesting how the statistician might make a small reduction of the data after which
the assumptions are satis�ed� This will of course cost a small loss of e�ciency but on the other
hand it often produces estimators which have much more stable behaviour in small samples
�see e�g� van der Laan� �		
�� as well as being much easier to study� One can consider this
data�reduction as a form of regularisation�

Assumption � will strengthen ��� by replacing the two positivity assumptions by uniform
positivity� Indeed� the existence of points x where �G�x� � � or in the neighbourhood of which
�G is arbitrarily close to �� and of points y with F �y� � � though � � �� typically correspond to
singularities in the sense of requiring delicate mathematical analysis� If actually �G�x� � � on a
set with positive probability under F � then F cannot be estimated at root�n rate at all� on this
set� If F �Y � � � for � � � on a set with positive probability the NPMLE may be inconsistent�
as several examples show� For example� consider the bivariate right�censoring model where a
continuous �T�� T�� is independently right�censored by �C�� C��� The coarsening of the singly�
censored observations� i�e� T� is observed and T� is right�censored� are half�lines in the plane and
thus assumption ��� fails since F �Y � � � for the singly�censored observations� The fact that
these lines do not contain any observed Xi � �T�i� T�i��s causes inconsistency of the NPMLE
�Tsai� Leurgans and Crowley� �	���� In van der Laan ��		�b� the following approach is taken
to solve this problem� The censoring times and the observed component Tj � j � �� �� of the
singly�censored observations are interval censored so that the coarsenings of these new reduced
observations are now strips� It is shown that the NPMLE based on the reduced data is e�cient
for the reduced data� and moreover� if one lets the amount of reduction converge to zero slowly
enough as the sample size increases to in�nity� it is asymptotically e�cient for the original data�

As another example of such singularities� consider x equal to the right�hand endpoint of the
support of right�censored data� for which our NPMLE is the famous Kaplan�Meier estimator� In
Gill ��	��� the Kaplan�Meier estimator at this point has been shown� using quite delicate mar�
tingale arguments� to be asymptotically normal under an integrability condition� but e�ciency
has still not been proved� Without the integrability condition the estimator is only consistent
at a lower rate and probably not even at the optimal rate �see Gill� �		�� conjecture at end of
section ���� This shows that even in models where the data�structure is well�understood and
the NPMLE is explicit it can be very di�cult to analyse� when assumption � fails� This example
also shows that the weakest possible conditions will depend on the particular data structure� In
this paper we study general NPMLE in the sense that the data�structure is not even speci�ed�

As we will see� application of our theorem to the classical Kaplan�Meier estimator shows
�as is well known� that the Kaplan�Meier estimator is e�cient on any compact interval strictly
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inside the support of the data� Application of our theorem to doubly�censored data shows that
the sieved�NPMLE is e�cient under the same conditions as used in the �delicate and lengthy�
consistency and asymptotic normality proof in Chang and Yang ��	�
� and Chang ��		���
respectively� In particular applications a speci�c �ne�tuned analysis might prove e�ciency of
the sieved�NPMLE under weaker or even optimal conditions �see Gu and Zhang� �		�� for double
censoring�� but such an analysis has to deal in a very model�speci�c manner with the points
where assumption � fails� In our examples� after we have arranged matters so that assumption
� is satis�ed� our further assumptions turn out to hold automatically�

In section � we show that we can compute the NPMLE with the Turnbull� or EM�algorithm�
i�e�� iterating the well known self�consistency equation� by choosing an initial estimator with
support fx�� � � � � xmg� In section � we state two theorems which provide su�cient conditions for
e�ciency of the NPMLE�

The �rst theorem is for the case that X is a real vector� and has stronger conditions� while
the second theorem is more general� The �rst theorem is applicable �possibly after further data�
reduction to remove singularities� in our main examples� In section � we provide the proof of
these theorems� The outline of the e�ciency proof is given in section ���� It is based on an
identity for the NPMLE in convex linear models �van der Laan� �		�a� expressing the di�erence
between estimator and estimand as a function�indexed empirical process� indexed by a random
point� The function is the e�cient in�uence curve for the estimand under consideration� indexed
by the unknown F � the random index is the NPMLE� The further ingredients of this proof are
the invertibility of the information operator� a Donsker class condition and a continuity condition
for the e�cient in�uence curve� The supremum�norm invertibility of the information operator
is established in section ��� under assumption � and a second condition� In the remaining
subsections of section � the Donsker class and continuity condition are covered and convenient
su�cient conditions are worked out for the case that X is a real vector� In section  the �rst
theorem is applied to right�censored data� doubly censored data� bivariate rectangle�censored
data� and censored data supplemented with current status data�

The paper generalizes and improves part of the �rst author�s thesis� published as van der
Laan ��		�a��

� EM�estimating�equations for the NPMLE�

In this section we will show that the NPMLE can be computed by iterating the self�consistency
or Turnbull equations� Let S�Fn� be the class of lines �F� � �� � ��Fn� F� � F��n�� through
Fn with score h � d�F� � Fn��dFn � L�

��Fn�� By convexity of F��n� these lines are submodels
of F��n�� Let S�Fn� be the corresponding tangent cone �collection of scores� and notice that
it includes all h � L�

��Fn� with �nite supremum norm� Then it is trivial to verify that the
tangent space T �Fn� �the closure of the linear span of S�Fn� � L�

��Fn�� equals L�
��Fn�� The

lines Fn���h � S�Fn� with score h generate one�dimensional submodels PFn���h through PFn with
score AFn�h� � L�

��PFn�� where AFn called the score operator�
In coarsened data models it is given by

AFn � L�
��Fn�� L�

��PFn� � AFn�h��Y � � EFn�h�X� j Y �

�van der Vaart� �	��� Gill� �	�	� Bickel et al�� �		�� section �����
Fn maximizes the log likelihood over F��n�� By di�erentiating the log likelihood � �





L�Fn���h� for the one�dimensional submodel PFn���h we obtain�

� �
Z
AFn�h�dPn �

�

n

nX
i��

EFn�h�X� j Yi� for all h � S�Fn� with k h k�	�� ��

In particular� this holds for h � IE � Fn�E� for a collection of measurable events E� Let E be a
collection of measurable sets so that each F � F��n� is uniquely determined by F �E�� E � E �
Then �� reduces to the self�consistency equation�

Fn�E� �

Z
PFn �X � E j Y �dPn�Y � for all E � E ���

or equivalently� with fn � dFn�d�n�

fn�xi� �
Z
PFn�X � xi j Y �dPn�Y � for all xi� i � �� � � � � m�

A solution of ��� can be computed with the EM�algorithm which corresponds with iterating the
self�consistency equation in the following manner� Start with a F �

n � �n� Now� for k � �� �� � � �
we compute

fk	�
n �xi� �

Z
Pfkn �X � xi j Y �dPn�Y � �

�

n

nX
j��

Pfkn �X � xi j Yj� � i � �� � � � � m� �
�

This means that each observation Yj has mass ��n which it redistributes over Yj as follows� a
point xi � Yj gets mass ��n	Pfkn �X � xi j Yj�� We can see why assumption � helps the solution
to behave well� for large sample sizes each region Yj contains many exact observations� so the
redistribution of mass over Yj can be done sensibly�

We will now show that an application of Corollary � in in Wu ��	��� proves that if one
starts the algorithm with an initial point F �

n � �n� then F k
n will converge to the unique MLE

Fn� Corollary � in Wu ��	��� states that if the likelihood L�p�� � � � � pm� is a unimodal function
in � with Fn � � being the only stationary point and L and � satisfy some di�erentiability
and compactness condition� then for any F �

n � � the sequence F k
n converges to the unique

maximizer Fn� We apply this corollary with � � f�p�� � � � � pk � pj 
 ��ng� where pj represents
the pointmass of F at xj � j � �� � � � � k� Now note that since the MLE Fn solves the self�
consistency equation the mass assigned to the xi� i � �� � � � � m� will be at least ��n and thus
Fn � �� In addition� if we start the algorithm with an initial point F �

n � �n� then at each
step of the algorithm F k

n � �� If Fn is a local maximum of L� then it follows� as shown above
for the MLE Fn� that it solves the self�consistency equations� In Appendix A it is shown that
equation ��� has a unique solution in the class fF � F � �ng� given by the actual NPMLE Fn�
and thus that the local maximum equals Fn� Thus that proves that the likelihood L has no
local maxima and thus is unimodal� The compactness condition and di�erentiability conditions
stated in Wu ��	��� �see ��� ���� �
� on page 	� and continuity of his D��Q� hold trivially for the
functional �p�� � � � � pm� � L�p�� � � � � pm� de�ned on �� This veri�es the conditions of Corollary
� in Wu ��	��� and thus proves the wished convergence of the EM�algorithm� We summarize
the obtained facts in the following lemma �notation� Pnf �

R
fdPn��

Lemma ���
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�� The sieved�NPMLE Fn � F��n� over F��n� exists and is unique�

�� The score operator at PF is given by�

AF � L�
��F �� L�

��PF � � h �� EF �h�X� j Y ��

Fn solves

Pn �AFn�h� Fn�h�� � � for all h � L��Fn� with k h k�	�� ���

�� Fn can be found by iterating the self�consistency equation from some F �
n � �n� Fn is the

unique solution of �	� in fF � F��n� � F � �ng�

� Suppose that for a F� � F with k dF�dF� k�	�

PFAF��h� F�h� � � for all h with k h k�	��

Then F� � F �

The last statement shows that the self�consistency equation identi�es F uniquely in the limit�
at least up till all distributions which are equivalent with the true F � This result is proved in
Appendix B�

� Theorems�

In this section we will state e�ciency theorems for the NPMLE Fn�E� of F �E� for a given set
E� For e�ciency theory we refer to Bickel� Klaassen� Ritov� Wellner ��		��� Firstly� we will
need to show that F �E� is pathwise di�erentiable and provide the formula for the canonical
gradient which is also called the e�cient in�uence curve of F �E�� Subsequently� we will de�ne
supremum�norm e�ciency of an estimator over a class of sets E in terms of this e�cient in�uence
curve� Finally� we will state the e�ciency theorems for Fn�

��� Pathwise di�erentiability and the e�cient in�uence function�

For each probability law F de�ne S�F � as all lines �F� � �� � ��F � F� � F � with scores
h � d�F� � F ��dF � L�

��F �� Let S�F � be the tangent cone of S�F � and recall that the tangent
space T �F � of S�F � equals L�

��F �� The score operator at F is given by�

AF � L��F �� L��PF � � AF �h��Y � � EF �h�X� j Y ��

Let S�PF � be the tangent cone at PF corresponding with the submodels PF��h � h � S�F �� in
other words S�PF � equals the range of S�F � under AF � We want to show that F �E� is pathwise
di�erentiable relative to the class of submodels speci�ed above with a canonical gradient in
S�PF � �for a de�nition of pathwise di�erentiability we refer to BKRW��

The pathwise di�erentiability result will be stated in terms of the following operators directly
derived from the score operator� The adjoint of AF is given by�

A�F � L��PF �� L��F � � A�F �v��X� � EG�v�Y � j X��






The information operator is de�ned by�

IF � A�FAF � L��F �� L��F � � IF �h��X� � EG �EF �h�X� j Y � j X� �

Application of a theorem in van der Vaart ��		�� �see also BKRW� to the parameter F �E��
for a given set E� and the L��F ��invertibility result for the information operator �see lemma ��
in appendix C� provides us now with the following result�

Lemma ��� If �G�x� � � � � for some � � � F �a�e�� then the real valued parameter F �E� is
pathwise di�erentiable at PF relative to S�PF � with ecient in�uence function �i�e� canonical
gradient� given by�

eI�F�E� � AF I
��
F �IE � F �E�� � L�

��PF �� �	�

Here I��F � L�
��F �� L�

��F � is the inverse of IF which is given by�

I��F �
�X
k��

�I � IF �
k�

where I is the identity operator� The operator norm of I��F is bounded by ����

k I��F �h� kF� �

�
k h kF �

We will now recall the relevant e�ciency and empirical process theory �see BKRW�� Fn�E�
is an e�cient estimator of F �E� if

Fn�E�� F �E� � �Pn � PF �eI�F�E� � Rn�E�

where Rn�E � oP ���
p
n�� Let E be a collection of measurable sets�

p
n�Pn � PF �eI�F�E� is

a sum of n i�i�d� mean zero random variables which converges by the central limit theorem to
a normal distribution with mean zero and variance PF eI�F�E��� By varying E � E we obtain

an empirical process
�p

n�Pn � PF �eI�F�E� � E � E
�
� which can be considered as an element of


��G� � fH � G � IR � supg�G j H�E� j	 �g where G � f�I�F�E� � E � Eg and 
��E� is
endowed with the Borel sigma�algebra� Empirical process theory investigates if the empirical
process �

p
n�Pn � PF �g � g � Gg�� indexed by some class G of measurable functions� converges

in distribution to a tight Gaussian process corresponding with the covariance structure of the
empirical process� Here weak convergence is de�ned in the Ho�mann�J�rgensen sense �see e�g�
van der Vaart and Wellner� �		�� Pollard� �		��� A class for which this weak convergence holds
is called a Donsker class� If G is Donsker and supE�E j Rn�E j� oP ���

p
n�� then we call Fn

E�supremum�norm e�cient�

��� E�ciency of the NPMLE when X is multivariate�

The next theorem provides su�cient conditions for e�ciency of the NPMLE Fn for the case
that X � IRk and E � f���� t� � t � IRkg�

These conditions are expressed in terms of the uniform sectional variation norm of a multi�
variate real valued cadlag function as introduced in Gill� van der Laan� Wellner ��		�� where
 cadlag! is de�ned in Neuhaus ��	
��� We will say that a function f is cadlag F �a�e� if there
exists a function f � which equals f F �a�e� and which is right�continuous with left�hand limits in
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the sense of Neuhaus ��	
��� A real valued cadlag function is said to be of bounded uniform
sectional variation if the variations of all sections �s� f�s� t� is a section of the function f� and
of the function itself is uniformly �in all sections� bounded� The corresponding norm� i�e� the
maximum of all the variations� is denoted by k  k�v� Here the variation is taken over a support
K of F � where K is a set satisfying

R
K hdF �

R
hdF for all h � L��F �� the theorem only needs

to hold for one such K� When we write k f k�v for a function f which is cadlag F �a�e�� then
we mean the variation norm of its version f � which is cadlag� Similarly� if we say that f is
of uniform sectional variation� then we mean that its cadlag version f � is of uniform sectional
variation�

In assumption � of the theorem P�n�A� � ��n
Pn

i�� I�Xi � A��i � �� is the empirical
distribution of the distribution PF���A� � P �X � A�� � �� of the observed Xi�s� Furthermore�
in assumption � one needs to recall that a collection of sets A is called PF���Glivenko�Cantelli if

sup
A�A

j P�n�A�� PF���A� j� � in probability�

We also de�ne F��� � fF � inffY ����g F �Y � � � � �g�
Theorem ��� Assume that X is a IRk�valued random variable� and for some � � �

Assumption �� �G�x� � P �� � � j X � x� � � � � for x � K and F �Y � � � � � PF���a�e�

Assumption �� fy � � � �g is a PF���Glivenko�Cantelli class of sets�
Assumption ���

��� x� �G�x� is a multivariate cadlag function F �a�e�� it is of uniform sectional variation�

��� sup
khk�v���F��F���

k x�
Z
fy�x�y���y���

R
y h�u�dF��u�

F��y�
dG�y j x� k�v	�� ����

where the function is cadlag F �a�e� for each h� F� � F��� and

���

�
�����

R
y hdF

F �y�
� F � F���� k h k�v	 �

�
����

is a PF �Donsker class�

Then Fn is asymptotically supremum norm ecient�

If assumption � holds and the support points fx�� � � � � xmg of Fn are in K �which holds with
probability converging to ��� then

Fn�E�� F �E� � �Pn � PF ��I�Fn� E�� ����

Since assumption � in this theorem substitutes for the weaker assumptions � and � in the
general theorem below we denoted this assumption with ���

The identity ���� in this theorem assumes that the support points fx�� � � � � xmg of Fn are
contained in the chosen support K of F � We can show that with probability tending to � the
set fx�� � � � � xmg consists only of the exact observations� This is shown as follows� Consider a
possible censored region y� By assumption � we know that F �y� � � � �� Since �G�x� � � � �
this implies that PF���y� � �� � � for some ��� Now� by assumption � we have P��n�y��PF���y�
converges to zero in probability uniformly in fy � � � �g� Thus the probability that there are
no exact observations in y converges to zero uniformly in y when n converges to in�nity�

As a consequence the requirement fx�� � � � � xmg � K holds with probability tending to � if
K contains the exact observations among fx�� � � � � xmg�



	

��� E�ciency of the NPMLE in general�

The following theorem provides su�cient conditions for E�supremum�norm e�ciency of Fn for
a general outcome space of X � Recall the de�nition PF���Glivenko�Cantelli class given in the
preceding subsection�

Theorem ��� For some � � � assume�

Assumption ��

�G�x� � P �� � � j X � x� � � � � for x � K and F �Y � � � � � PF���a�e�

Assumption �� fy � � � �g is a PF���Glivenko�Cantelli class of sets�
Assumption �� For a given collection of measurable sets E we have that �I�Fn� E�� E � E falls

in a PF �Donsker class G with probability tending to ��

A sucient condition for this is the following� De�ne

G�F � �
�

�

�G��
�
IE���

Z
���

AF �g��y�dG�y j X � �
�
�k g k�	 �� E � E

�
�

Assume that

G � �F�F���AF �G�F �� is a PF �Donsker class�

Assumption �� If k Fn � F kE� � in probability� then

sup
E�E

k eI�Fn� E�� eI�F�E� kPF� � in probability�

Then Fn is a E�supremum�norm asymptotically ecient estimator of F �

If assumption � holds and fx�� � � � � xmg � K �which holds with probability converging to ���
then

Fn�E�� F �E� � �Pn � PF ��I�Fn� E��

If assumptions �� � and � hold� then supE�E j Fn � F j �E� � OP ���
p
n��

� Proof of e�ciency theorems�

In the next subsection we will outline a proof of theorems ��� and ���� The proof consists of a
number of steps� concerning respectively� the supremum norm invertibility of the information
operator� the validity of the identity expressing the NPMLE in terms of empirical processes� a
Donsker class condition� and a consistency condition on the estimated optimal in�uence curve�
The remaining subsections are devoted to these separate steps�



��

��� Outline of proof of e�ciency�

Since the model M� with G known� is convex and F � PF is linear Theorem ��� in van der
Laan ��		�a� yields the following identity�

F��E�� F �E� � �
Z eI�F�� E�dPF �

for all F� with F � F� and dF�dF� � L�
��F��� We want to apply this identity to F� � Fn�

Usually Fn does not dominate F so this identity cannot be directly applied� However� notice
that the identity holds in particular for F� � Fn��� � �� � ��Fn � �F for any � � ��� ���
Hence if eI�Fn���� E� converges to eI�Fn� E� in L��PF�G� for � � �� then the identity also holds
for Fn� We refer to this condition as the identity condition which is proved by lemma ���
under assumption �� The proof of this identity condition uses the in subsection ��� established
supremum norm invertibility of the information operator IFn��� uniformly in � � "�� �� and for
�xed n� The supremum norm invertibility requires the condition fx�� � � � � xmg � K which holds
with probability tending to �� Since this condition is asymptotically true we do not need to
state the condition as an assumption for the asymptotic e�ciency result�

If eI�Fn� E� is a score of PFn���h for a certain one dimensional line Fn���h through Fn with score
h with �nite supremum norm� then by lemma ��� �iii� we have the ecient score equation�

Pn eI�Fn� E� � ��

By �	�� for this it su�ces to show that hnE � I��Fn
�IE� has �nite supremum norm on X � which is

proved by lemma ��� in the next subsection ��� under assumptions � and fx�� � � � � xmg � K�
Then combining the last two identities provides us with the following crucial identity� for

each E

�Fn � F ��E� �
Z eI�Fn� E�d�Pn� PF ��

Note that this identity is proved under assumptions � and fx�� � � � � xmg � K only and does thus
hold for general sample spaces�

In the sequel of the proof we can assume that fx�� � � � � xmg � K since this holds with
probability tending to �� Suppose now that with probability tending to � eI�Fn� E� lies in a
PF �Donsker class for all E � E � This is just the general assumption � of theorem ���� Lemma
�� in subsection ��� proves that assumptions ��� and the su�cient assumption � of theorem
��� imply this PF �Donsker class condition� In addition� lemma ��
 in subsection ��� proves that
assumptions ��� and �# of theorem ��� are su�cient for the PF �Donsker class condition for the
case that X � IRk�

We need to remark here that the proof of the Donsker class condition �lemma ��
� uses that
the cadlag and uniform sectional variation requirements of assumptions ��� and ��� in assumption
�# hold for the functions f��x� � �G�x� and f��x� �

R
fy�x�y���y���

R
y h�u�dF��u��Fn�y�dG�y j

x�� The assumptions ��� and ��� only require the existence of an F �a�e equal version which
satis�es these requirements� We have that hnE is a simple function of f�� f�� given in ����� and
�I�Fn� E��Y � � AFn�h

n
E��Y � � EFn�h

n
E�X� j Y �� Let f ��� f

�
� be the F �a�e� equal versions of

f�� f� which are cadlag and for which the uniform sectional variation requirements hold� Let
hn�E be the corresponding version of hnE and let �I�Fn� E�� � AFn�h

n�
E � the corresponding version

of �I�Fn� E�� So lemma ��
 actually only proves that �I�Fn� E�� falls in a PF �Donsker class with
probability tending to �� Thus it remains to to show that that also implies that �I�Fn� E� falls in



��

a PF �Donsker class with probability tending to �� Let B be the set of points on which f �j di�ers
from fj � j � �� �� Then P �X � B� � F �B� � � and �because B is a given set independent of
the data� the probability that Fn has a support point in B is zero as well� As a consequence
hn�E �X�� � hnE�X�� as functions of Y � PF �i�e� as random variables being given functions
of Y � and with probability one �����

R
Y h

n�
E �x�dFn�x� � �� ���

R
Y h

n
E�x�dFn�x�as functions

of Y � PF � Thus with probability one �i�e� when the support points of Fn do not fall in B�
AFn�h

n�
E ��Y � � AFn�h

n
E��Y � as functions of Y � PF � which shows that lemma ��
 also proves

that �I�Fn� E� falls in a PF �Donsker class with probability tending to ��
By well known empirical process theory �e�g� Pollard� �		�� the PF �Donsker class condition

proves k Fn � F kE� OP ���
p
n�� Again� well known empirical process theory �see equivalence

of tightness condition for an empirical process� Pollard� �		�� says that if

sup
E�E

k eI�Fn� E�� eI�F�E� kPF� � in probability�

then supE�E�Pn � PF ��eI�Fn� E�� eI�F�E�� � oP ���
p
n�� We call this the L��PF ��consistency

condition� which is simply assumption � of theorem ���� The latter provides us with supremum�
norm�e�ciency of Fn� This completes the proof of theorem ���� Lemma ��� proves that assump�
tions ��� and �# imply the L��PF ��consistency condition for the case X � IRk� This completes
the proof of theorem ����

In the the following subsections we prove the identity condition �lemma ����� the PF �Donsker
class condition �lemmas �� and ��
� and the L��PF ��consistency condition for the Euclidean
case �lemma ����� But �rst we will establish the needed supremum norm invertibility of the
information operator uniformly in F � F���� and show that Fn � F��� for some � � � with
probability tending to ��

��� Supremum norm invertibility of the information operator�

In this subsection F represents an element of fF�� Fn � n � �� �� � � �g� where F� represents the
true distribution� The score operator at F is given by�

AF �h��Y � � EF �h�X� j Y �� � EF �h�X� j Y ������

� h�X���

R
Y h�x�F �dx�

F �Y �
������

To obtain the information operator we need to take the conditional expectation of Y � given
X � x� Thus the information operator is given by�

IF �h��x� � �G�x�h�x� �
Z
���

R
y h�u�F �du�

F �y�
dG�y j x�� ����

If P �� � � j x� � �� then we de�ne the integral as zero� We remark that the conditional distri�
bution dG� j x� is only almost everywhere unique in x� As a consequence� the supremumnorm
invertibility established in this subsection is true relative to a particular choice of the conditional
distribution� In the sequel we let dG� j x� be one such choice which is �xed throughout the
paper�



��

Consider the equation IF �h��x� � f�x� for some pointwise well de�ned f with �nite supre�
mum norm� For x � K we have �G�x� � � � � so that we can divide both sides of
IF �h��x� � f�x� by �G�x� which gives for each x � K

h�x� �
�

�G�x�

�
f�x��

Z
���

R
y h�u�F �du�

F �y�
dG�y j x�

�
� ����

For the moment denote the right�hand side by CF �h� f��x�� i�e�� we consider the equation
h�x� � CF �h� f��x�� If we assume that f lies in the range of IF �so in particular if assumption �
holds�� then we know by lemma �� �Appendix C� that there exists a h� � L��F �� which is unique
in L��F �� with k IF �h�� � f kF� �� i�e� k h� � CF �h

�� f� kF� �� Notice that if k h � g kF� ��
then for each x CF �h � g� f��x� � �� So even if h� is only uniquely determined in L��F �� then
CF �h

�� f��x� is uniquely determined for each x� Now� we can de�ne h�x� � CF �h
�� f��x�� Then

k h�h� kF�k CF �h
�� f��h� kF� �� So in this way we have found a solution h of ���� which holds

for each x � K instead of only in L��F � sense� This proves that IF is onto in supremum�norm
sense�

Now� suppose that IF �h��x� � �� x � K� By the L��F ��invertibility of IF this implies
k h kF� �� If IF �h� � � pointwise and k h kF� �� then by the argument given above this
implies �see ����� that �G�x�h�x� � � pointwise� This proves that h � � pointwise�

Let �B�K�� k  k�� be the Banach space of functions onK with �nite supremum norm k  k��
We have proved the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Let F � fF�� Fn � n � �� �� � � �g� where F� is the true distribution of X� and
fx�� � � � � xmg � K� If assumption � � at F�� holds� then IF � �B�K�� k  k�� � �B�K�� k  k��
is ��� and onto�

From now on� when we talk about I��F �f�� we mean this pointwise well de�ned solution�
For the Donsker class condition we have to consider the solution hnE of IFn�h

n
E� � IE for

E � E � We will show that k hnE k�	 M k IE k� for some M 	 �� So we want a uniform �in
n� bound on the norm of the mapping I��Fn

w�r�t� the supremum norm�
For this purpose we consider IFn�h

n� � f � The approach to be followed is to bound the
right�hand side of ���� with F � Fn in the supremum norm of f and k hn kFn � where we can
use that the latter is uniformly bounded by the L��Fn� norm of f �by lemma ����

Firstly� we need to bound Fn�y� away from zero for y with � � �� Assumption � will take
care of this�

Lemma ��� Assume fx�� � � � � xmg � K� If assumptions ��� hold� then Fn�y� � �� � �� � �
PF����a�e� with probability tending to �� �where � is the � in assumption ���

Proof� The completely observedXi receives full mass ��n from Yi and therefore fkn �Xi� 
 $fj �
Xj � Xig�n� i � �� � � � � m� This tells us that for each measurable A we have Fn�A� 
 P�n�A�� In
particular� Fn�y� 
 P�n�y�� Assumption � tells us that this converges uniformly in fy � � � �g
to PF����y�� Since �G � � � � we have dPF����x� 
 �dF��x� and thus for y with ��y� � � we
have PF����y� 
 �F��y�� This proves that if ��y� � �� then Fn�y� 
 �F��y� with probability
tending to �� Finally use that F��y� � � by assumption �� �

Thus with probability tending to � Fn � F��� for some � � �� Assume that Fn � F����
Then the denominators Fn�y� in ���� are uniformly bounded away from � � �� We can boundR
hn�u�Fn�du� by k hn kFn � By bounding ���G and the denominator by ��� we obtain�

hn�x� � Cn�h
n� f��x� � �

�

�
k f k� �

k hn kFn
�

Z
���

dG�y j x�
�
�



��

where
R
��� dG�y j x� � �� �G�x� � ��

By lemma �� �the uniform in n bounded invertibility of IFn w�r�t� L��Fn�� we have

k hn kFn�M� k f kFn�M k f k� for some M 	��

Note that the last step uses that fx�� � � � � xmg � K so that indeed the L��Fn��norm can be
bounded by the supremum norm over K� Consequently� we have k hn k��k I��Fn

�f� k�� M k
f k� for some M 	��

This proves the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Assume fx�� � � � � xmg � K� If assumptions � holds and Fn � F��� for some
� � �� then IFn � �B�K�� k  k�� � �B�K�� k  k�� is onto and has bounded inverse satisfying�
supkhk��� k I��Fn

�h� k��M for certain M 	� depending on Fn only through �� If assumption
� holds� then for some � � � Fn � F��� with probability tending to ��

��� Identity condition�

Let n be given and de�ne Fn��� � �����Fn��F � Denote h��E � I��Fn���
�IE� and hE � I��Fn

�IE��
as de�ned pointwise in the preceding subsection� We have

AFn���I
��
Fn���

�IE�� AFnI
��
Fn

�IE� � �AFn��� � AFn�I
��
Fn

�IE�� AFn���I
��
Fn���

�IFn��� � IFn�I
��
Fn

�IE�

� �AFn��� � AFn��hE��AFn���I
��
Fn���

�IFn��� � IFn��hE�� ���

By telescoping� the �rst term is written as a sum of two di�erences� The �rst di�erence is given
by�

����Y �

Fn�Y �

Z
Y
hE�x�d�Fn���� Fn��x� ����

while the second di�erence is very similar� The other terms are very similar and can be dealt
with in the same manner as term �����

Consider term ����� Firstly� note that Fn��� � Fn � ��Fn � F �� Secondly� if assumption
� holds� then we know that Fn� F � F��� for some � � �� note that n is �xed here and thus
for � � ��n we have Fn � F���� Then by lemma ��� I��Fn���

has a bounded supremum norm

uniformly in � � "�� ��� assuming that fx�� � � � � xmg � K� As a consequence� hE and hE�� have
a supremum norm bounded by a M 	 � independent of E � E and � � "�� ��� Thus ���� is
bounded by � times

M

�

�Z
Y
dFn �

Z
Y
dF

�
with probability tending to ��

Since this term is bounded by �M�� this proves that ���� converges uniformly to zero when
�� �� This proves the following lemma

Lemma ��� Let Fn��� � �����Fn��F and fx�� � � � � xmg � K �which is true with probability
converging to ��� If assumption � holds� thenZ

j �I�Fn���� t�� �I�Fn� t� j dPF�G � � if �� �� ��
�



��

��� The P	Donsker class condition of theorem ����

We will now prove the su�cient condition for assumption � of theorem ���� Lemma ��� tells
us that� with probability tending to �� for each E � E hnE � I��Fn

�IE� exists pointwise� M �
supE�n k hnE k�	� and we know that it solves

hnE�x� � Cn�h
n
E� IE��x� �

�

�G�x�

�
IE�x��

Z
���

AFn�h
n
E��y�dG�y j X � x�

�
� ����

De�ne

G�F � �
�

�

�G�x�

�
IE���

Z
���

AF �g��y�dG�y j X � �
�
�k g k�	 �� E � E

�
�

Thus hEn �M � G�Fn� with probability tending to � so that �I�Fn� E��M � AFn�G�Fn��� Since
Fn � F��� with probability tending to � this implies that

�I�Fn� E��M � �F�F���AF �G�F �� with probability tending to ��

By the su�cient condition for assumption � of theorem ��� the right�hand side is a PF �Donsker
class� This proves the following lemma

Lemma ��� If assumptions ��� and the sucient condition of theorem ��� hold� then
feI�Fn� E� � E � Eg falls in a PF �Donsker class with probability tending to ��

��
 The P	Donsker class condition of theorem ����

Let X � IRk for certain k � IN and let E � f���� t� � t � IRkg� In Gill� van der Laan
and Wellner ��		� and van der Laan ��		�a� example ���� it is proved that the the class of
multivariate cadlag functions with uniform sectional variation smaller than M 	� is a Donsker
class� As above� let K be a support of F with fx�� � � � � xmg � K�

We showed in the outline of the proof of theorem ��� that for proving the Donsker class
conditions we can assume that �G and x � R

��� h�y��F �y�dG�y j x� are cadlag on K and
that the uniform sectional requirement hold for these functions themselves �instead of for their
versions�� Suppose that k x � �G�x� k�v	 � which is guaranteed by assumption ��� Let
f � IRk � IR be a cadlag function with k f k�v	� and consider the equation IFn�h

n��x� � f�x��
x � K� or equivalently hn�x� � CFn�h

n� f��x�� x � K� Since f is cadlag and �G and x �R
��� h�y�dG�y j x� are cadlag it follows that hn is cadlag as well� Another fact is that if f is a
multivariate cadlag function with f � � � �� then k ��f k�v� M k f k�v for some M 	 � which
does not depend on f �Gill� �		��� Since the uniform sectional variation norm of �G is bounded
this fact implies that the uniform sectional variation norm of hn overK is bounded by a constant
times the uniform sectional variation norm of f and x� R

���

R
y h

ndFn�Fn�y�dG�y j x�� where
we know that Fn�y� � � � � and k hn k�� M 	 � for some � � �� M 	 �� with probability
tending to �� The latter is bounded by the second condition in assumption �#�

We showed that�

Lemma ��	 Assume fx�� � � � � xmg � K� Consider the case where X � IRk� If assumptions ��
� and condition ���� ��� of assumption �� hold for the functions themselves �instead of F �a�e���
then for any multivariate cadlag function f we have that I��Fn

�f� is cadlag with k I��Fn
�f� k�	

M k f k� and k I��Fn
�f� k�v	 M k f k�v� where M 	 C inffy���y���g ��Fn�Y � for a universal

constant C and the supremum and uniform sectional variation norm are taken over K�



�

Consequently� since k I����t
 k�v� �k this tells us that k I��Fn
�I����t
� k�v	 M with probability

tending to �� as required� Now� we want to prove that with hnt � I��Fn
�I����t
�

AFn�h
n
t � � hnt �x���

R
y h

n
t �u�dFn�u�

Fn�y�
�����

falls in a PF �Donsker class with probability tending to �� where we can use by lemma ��� that
k hnt k�v	 M 	 �� We already established that hnt falls in the Donsker class of multivariate
cadlag functions with uniform sectional variation norm bounded by some universal constant�
Therefore we only need to show the Donsker condition for the �� ��term� Thus it su�ces to
assume that

fy �
R
y h�u�dF �u�

F �y�
����� �k h k�v	�� F � F���g

is a P��Donsker class� where F��� � fF � inffY ���Y ���g F �Y � � � � �g� which is guaranteed by
���� in assumption ��� We can now state the following lemma�

Lemma ��
 Consider the case where X � IRk� If assumptions �� � and �� hold� then there
exists a PF Donsker class G � L��PF � such that

feI�Fn� t� � t � IRkg � G with probability tending to ��

��� The P	consistency condition for theorem ����

In the general theorem ��� we just assumed the PF �consistency condition� In this subsection we
will show that for the case X � IRk the PF �consistency condition holds under assumption ���
and ���

Denote hnE � I��Fn
�IE� and hE � I��F �IE�� as de�ned in the invertibility subsection� As in

��� we have

AFnI
��
Fn

�IE�� AF I
��
F �IE� � �AFn � AF ��hE�� AFnI

��
Fn

�IFn � IF ��hE��

To verify the PF �consistency condition one needs to show that the PF �norm of these terms
converges to zero in probability� uniformly in E � E � Recall the score operator AF and that the
denominator Fn�y� is uniformly bounded away from zero by lemma ���� By telescoping the �rst
term� it is written as a sum of two di�erences� The �rst di�erence is given by�Z �

����Y �

F �Y �

Z
Y
hE�x�d�Fn � F ��x�

��
dPF �Y � ��	�

while the second di�erence is very similar� The other terms are very similar and can be dealt
with in the same manner as term ��	��

Consider now the case where X � IRk � The term
R
htd�Fn�F � can be bounded by integration

by parts by C k Fn�F k�k ht k�v for some constant C 	� �see Gill� van der Laan and Wellner�
�		�� By lemma ��� we know that ht is of bounded uniform sectional variation� Consequently�
the PF �consistency condition follows from assumptions �� � and ���
Lemma ��� Consider the case that X � IRk and E � f���� t� � t � IRkg� If assumption ���
and �� hold� then

sup
t�IRk

k eI�Fn� t�� eI�F� t� kPF� � a�s�



��

� Examples�

In the next subsection we verify the conditions of theorem ��� for a number of examples� possibly
after some data reduction� Subsequently� we will summarize the results obtained�


�� Veri�cation of the assumptions of theorem ����

We will refer to the �rst� second and third condition in assumption �# as assumption ����
assumption ��� and assumption ���� respectively�

Example ��� Univariate censoring�
Model� We have n i�i�d� copies Xi � IR�� of X � F � where F is completely unknown� We have
n i�i�d� copies Ci � IR�� of C � G� where G is completely unknown� X and C are independent�
Denote the survival functions of F and G by S and H � respectively� We observe�

Wi � �Zi� Di� � %�Xi� Ci� � �min�Xi� Ci���i � I�Xi 	 Ci�� � i � �� � � � � n�

It is well known and easily veri�ed that the coarsening fXg if � � � and "C��� if � � �
satis�es ���� i�e� that it is a coarsening at random�
Assumption �� P �� � � j X � x� � H�x�� So assumption � requires that H�x� � � � � F
a�e� Furthermore� it requires that S�z� � � � � for all possible censored z�
How to arrange assumption �� Fix � 	 � so that S��� � � � � and H��� � � � ��
Make each observation z � � uncensored at � � This does not in�uence the NPMLE on "�� ���
by the EM�algorithm �as explained in the next section� we know that all uncensored and right�
censored observations after � put only mass on ������ Then these truncated observations have
distribution PF � � where F � equals F on "�� ��� but has an atom at � so that F ���� � �� Now�
S��z� � � for all censored �z� �� and H��� � � � � and thereby assumption � is satis�ed for the
truncated data�
Assumption �� This requires that fI�C��� � Cg is a Glivenko�Cantelli class which is a well
known result �van der Vaart� Wellner� �		���
Assumption ��� We have that �G�t� � H�t� � ��G�t�� So assumption ��� requires that G is
cadlag and of bounded variation which is trivially satis�ed since G is a distribution function�
Assumption ���� We need to show that

T �
Z
���T 


R
�z��� hdF

S�z�
dG�z�

is cadlag F �a�e� and has a uniformly �in F with S � � and k h k�� �� bounded uniform sectional
variation norm� If f is uniformly bounded and G is a cumulative distribution function� then
t� R

���t
 f�s�dG�s� is cadlag and its variation is bounded by the supremum norm of f �
Assumption ���� We have

AF �h��z� � � �� �

R
�z��� hdF

S�z�
�

We assume that for each discontinuity point x of F P �C � x� � �� Then the random variable

AF �h��Z�� � �� equals the random variable

R
�Z���

hdF

S�Z� since either
R
�z��� hdF �

R
�z��� hdF �if

F �fzg� � �� or if this actually changes the integral at z� then the change has only an e�ect on



�


the outcome of the random variable if C � z which happens with probability zero� We conclude
that for proving the Donsker class condition we can replace AF �h��Z� � � �� by its version�

AF �h��z� � � �� �

R
�z��� hdF

S�z�
�

Now� if f is uniformly bounded and F is a cumulative distribution function� then t �R
�t��
 f�s�dF �s� is cadlag and its variation is bounded by the supremum norm of f � ThusR
�z��� hdF is cadlag and its variation is uniformly bounded in the supremum norm of h� We
arranged that S�z� � � and therefore the denominator is uniformly bounded away from zero�
It follows that the variation of AF �h��z� �� is uniformly �in F and h� bounded� This proves
assumption ����

Example ��� Double censoring�
Model� We have n i�i�d� copies Xi of X � FX � FX unknown� We have n i�i�d� copies �C�i� C�i�
of �C�� C�� � GC��C� unknown� with P �C� � C�� � �� Let C� � G� and C� � G�� We assume
that X and �C�� C�� are independent� Let W � min�max�C�� X�� C�� and D � � if W � C�

and X � C�� D � � if W � X and C� � X and D � � if W � C�� We observe� �W�D�� So if
C� � X 	 C�� then X is completely observed and if X 
 C�� then X is right censored at C�

and if X 	 C�� then X is left censored at C�� The coarsening at random of X implied by the
observation is "�� C�� if D � �� fXg if D � � and "C���� if D � ��
Assumption �� P �� � � j X � x� � GC��C��"�� x�	�x����� � � �� Furthermore� assumption
� requires FX�C�� � � � � for all C� with D � � and SX�C�� � � � � for all C� with D � ��
How to arrange assumption �� We assume that for a � 	 � with FX��� 	 �� we have
G���� � � and G���� � �� This means that after � we only have uncensored �d � �� and
right�censored �d � �� observations� Then as in the univariate censoring model we can make all
observations after � uncensored and by the same reason this does not in�uence the NPMLE on
"�� ��� Then these truncated observations have distribution PF �

X
where F �

X equals FX on "�� ���

but has an atom at � so that F �
X��� � �� Now� S�X�C�� � � for all C� which right�censor X �

Now� we assume that there exists a �� with FX���� � � so that G�"�� ��� � G��f�g� � �� i�e��
it has an atom at � and no mass immediately after this atom� Notice that if C� � �� then D �� �
with probability �� Thus for C� with D � � we have FX�C�� 
 FX���� � �� We also have

GC��C� �C� � "�� w�� C� � �w���� 
 G��f�g� � ��

This veri�es assumption � for the truncated data under the mentioned assumptions�
To summarize� by assuming

�i� There exists a � 	� for which G���� � �� &G���� � � and FX��� 	 ��
�ii�� G�"�� ��� � G��f�g� � � and FX���� � � for certain �� � ��
assumption � holds for data arti�cially truncated at � � The assumptions �i� and �ii� are the
same as the assumptions used in Chang and Yang ��		�� for proving asymptotic normality� Gu
and Zhang ��		�� succeeded� by a speci�c analysis� to weaken these conditions�
Assumption �� This requires that fI���C�� � C�g and fI�C���� � C�g are Glivenko�Cantelli
classes which is a well known fact�
Assumption ���� Here �G�t� � GC��C����� t�	 �t���� � &G��t� � &G��t� is a di�erence of two
survival functions� Thus �G is cadlag and of bounded variation�
Assumption ��� We need to show that

T �
Z
���T 


R�
c�
hdF

S�c��
dG��c�� �

Z
�T���

R c�
� hdF

S�c��
dG��c��



��

is cadlag and has a uniformly �in F with S � � and k h k�� �� bounded uniform sectional
variation norm� This is proved as in the univariate censoring example�
Assumption ����

AF �h��w� d� � h�w�I�d � �� � I�d � ��

R
�w��� hdFX

&Fx�w�
� I�d � ��

R
���w� hdFX

FX�w�
�

If we assume that for each discontinuity point x of FX P �Cj � x� � �� j � �� �� then the same
proof as in the univariate censoring example can be applied�

Example ��� Rectanglecensored data in the plane�

Let "A�B� � "A�� B��	 "A�� B�� be a random rectangle in the plane� we will denote the distribu�
tion of �A�B� with G� Let X � F be a IR�

���valued random variable of interest� It is assumed
that X is independent of �A�B�� We observe the following coarsening of Y of X � Y � fXg if
X � "A�B� and Y � "A�B�c �complement� if X �� "A�B�� We are concerned with estimation of
the distribution F of X �
Assumption �� �G�x� � P �x � "A�B� j X � x� � P �A � x�B � x� � G���� x�	 �x���� �
&GB�x�� &GA�x� � � � � F �a�e�
Furthermore� assumption � requires that F �"A�B�c� � �� F �"A�B�� � � � � G�a�e�
Discussion of assumption �� Suppose that F has compact support "�� � � � IR�

�� with Ff�g �
� and Ff�g � �� Assume also that P �A � �� B � �� � �� The latter assumption implies �G�x� 

P �A � �� B � �� � �� Consider a censored "A�B�� If A � �� then F �"A�B�c� � F �f�g� � �� if
B 	 � � then F �"A�B�c� � F �f�g� � � while if A � � and B 
 � � then X � "A�B� so that the
observation is uncensored� This proves assumption ��
Assumption �� Note that "A�B�c is a union of � rectangles� Thus assumption � only requires
that the indicators of rectangles in the plane constitute a Glivenko�Cantelli class� This is a well
known empirical process result �van der Vaart� Wellner� �		���
Assumption ��� Here �G�x� � P �B � x�� P �A � x� � &GB�x�� &GA�x� is a di�erence of two
survival functions� Thus �G is bivariate cadlag and of bounded uniform sectional variation�
Assumption ���� We need to show that

x�
Z
R�x�

R
�a�b�c hdF

�� F �"a� b��
dG�a� b��

where R�x� � f�a� b� � IR� � x �� �a� b�g� is cadlag F �a�e� and that it �i�e� its cadlag version� has
a uniformly �in F with � � F �"a� b�� � � and k h k�� �� bounded uniform sectional variation
norm� We have that R�x� � ��i��Ei�x�� where E��x� � fA� � x�g� E��x� � fA� � x�g�
E�x� � fB� � x�g and E��x� � fB� � x�g� By writing this union as a union of disjoint regions
we obtain�

R�x� � ��i��E
�
i�x��

where

E�
��x� � E��x�

E�
��x� � fA� � x�� A� � x�g

E�
�x� � fB� � x�� A� � x�� A� � x�g

E�
��x� � fB� � x�� B� � x�� A� � x�� A� � x�g



�	

Thus we can represent the integral over R�x� as a sum of four integrals
R
E�i�x�

R
�a�b�c

hdF

��F ��a�b��dG�a� b��

i � �� � � � � �� These integrals are of the form x � R
E�i�x�

f�a� b�dG�a� b�� where k f k�� ��

Since each of the four components is integrated over intervals "�� xj� or �xj ���� j � �� �� such
functions are cadlag and have a uniform sectional variation norm bounded by a constant times
the supremum norm of f � This proves assumption ����
Assumption ���� Here we need to show that the four�variate functions �using that for h �
L�
��F �

R
�a�b�c hdF � � R�a�b� hdF �

�a� b��
R
�a�b� h�x�dF �x�

�� F �"a� b��
����

fall in a Donsker class� where we can use that k h k�v	 � and ��F �"a� b��� � � �� Assume that
if x is an atom of F � then P �A � x� � P �B � x� � �� In that case� for proving the Donsker
class condition we can replace

R
�a�b� h�x�dF �x����� F �"a� b�� by its version

f�a� b� �

R
�a�b
 h�x�dF �x�

�� F ��a� b��
�

The latter function is four�variate cadlag� In addition� the denominator �a� b� � F ��a� b�� has
uniform sectional variation bounded by a universal constant and it is known to be bounded away
from � � �� Similarly� �a� b�� R

�a�b
 h�x�dF �x� has a uniform sectional variation norm bounded
by a universal constant times the supremum norm of h� which is smaller than �� It is left to
the reader to verify that the property of bounded sectional variation carries over� in the present
case� to the ratio of these two functions� Here techniques of Gill� van der Laan and Wellner
��		� are useful� Thus �a� b� � f�a� b� is cadlag and has a uniform sectional variation norm
bounded uniformly in h with k h k�� � and F � F����

Example ��� A mixture of rightcensored and current status data�

Consider a study where at recruitment of a subject the subject is either monitored once or the
subject is selected to be followed up� Let T be the �e�g� survival� time variable of interest� Let
C be the monitoring time or right�censoring time which is always observed and let  � f�� �g
be the indicator for the selected sample� We assume that �C� � is independent of T and we
denote the subdistributions of �C� �� and �C� �� with G� and G�� respectively� here G� represents
the distribution of the monitoring times at entrance in the study while G� represents the right�
censoring distibution �e�g� due to the end of the experiment�� We observe �C� � and if  � �
�i�e� the subjects belongs to the selected sample� we observe �T �C�� � I�T 	 C�� and if  � �
we observe � only� The distribution of the data Y is given by�

P �C � dc�  � �� T � dt�� � �� � G��dc�F �dt�

P �C � dc�  � ��� � �� � G��dc�S�c�

P �C � dc�  � ��� � �� � G��dc�S�c�

P �C � dc�  � ��� � �� � G��dc�F �c��

Without any loss of information for F we can pool together the � types of observations corre�
sponding with � � �� We de�ne a new � to indicate the remaining three types of observations� let
� � � if  � ��� � �� let � � � if � � � and let � � � if  � ��� � �� Let G�c� � G��c��G��c��
Then the distribution of the data is given by�

I�� � ��F �dt�G��dc� � I�� � ��S�c�G�dc�� I�� � ��F �c�G��dc��



��

We are concerned with proving e�ciency of the NPMLE of F �t��
Assumption �� �G�t� � P � � ��� � � j T � t� � &G��t� � � � �� Furthermore� assumption �
requires that S�c� � � � � G�a�e� and F �c� � � � � G� a�e�
How to arrange assumption �� This is similar to the doubly�censored data model� replace
here G� by G�� G� by G�� By assuming
�i� There exists a � 	� for which G���� � �� &G���� � � and ��� 	 ��
�ii�� G�"�� ��� � G��f�g� � � and F ���� � � for certain �� � ��
assumption � holds for arti�cially truncated data at � in the sense that we make every observation
with � � � and T � � and every observation with � � � and C � � uncensored at � �
Assumption �� This requires that the indicators I���C� and I�C��� form a Glivenko�Cantelli
class which is well known�
Assumption ���� Here �G�t� � &G��t� is cadlag and of bounded variation�
Assumption ���� and Assumption ���� This proof is the same as given in the doubly�
censored data example� where at assumption ��� we need to assume that if P �T � t� � �� then
G��ftg� � G��ftg� � ��


�� Results for examples�

We applied theorem ��� to the examples and obtained the following results�

Result ��� Univariate Censoring�
Let "�� � � � IR�� be an interval such that H��� � � and S��� � �� We assume that for each
discontinuity point x of F P �C � x� � �� Then Fn is supremum norm asymptotically ecient
on "�� � ��

Result ��� Double Censoring�
We assume that for each discontinuity point x of FX P �Cj � x� � �� j � �� �� If G���� x�	
�x���� � � � � FX �a�e� and FX�c�� � � � � G� a�e� and SX�c�� � � � � G��a�e� then Fn is
supremum norm asymptotically ecient�

In particular� let "�� � � � IR�� be an interval such that G���� � �� &G���� � �� Furthermore�
assume that there exists a � � � so that G���� � G��f�g� � � and FX���� � �� Then �still
assuming the discontinuity condition� Fn is supremum norm asymptotically ecient on "�� � ��

This assumption would be satis�ed if F has compact support "�� � � while the censoring
survival function is bounded away from zero on "�� � �� In case F does not have compact support
we described in the example above a reduction of the data so that the assumptions are met for
the reduced data� Now� the NPMLE based on the reduced data is asymptotically e�cient for
the reduced data �and the loss of e�ciency is small if the reduction is small��

Result ��� Rectangle censoring�
Assume that &GB�x�� &GA�x� � � � � for F �almost every x and that F �"A�B�c� � � � � for P��
almost every censored observation "A�B�c� A sucient condition for this is that F has compact
support "�� � � � IR�� Ff�g � �� F �f�g � �� P �A � �� B � �� � �� In addition� assume that if
F �fxg� � �� then P �A � x� � P �B � x� � ��

Then Fn is supremum�norm ecient�

Result ��� Mixture of right�censored and current status data�
Assume that if for a point t P �T � t� � �� then G��ftg� � G��ftg� � �� If &G� � � � � F �a�e��
S�c� � � � � G�a�e� and F �c� � � � � G��a�e� then Fn is supremum norm asymptotically
ecient�



��

In particular we have the following� Let "�� � � � IR�� be an interval such that G���� �
�� &G���� � �� Furthermore� assume that there exists a � � � so that G���� � G��f�g� �
� and F ���� � �� Then �still assuming the discontinuity condition� Fn is supremum norm
asymptotically ecient on "�� � ��

Appendix A	 Existence and uniqueness of NPMLE and unique�

ness of solution of self�consistency equation�

Recall that we have introduced a set of points x�� � � � � xm such that each observed region
Y�� � � � � Yn contains at least one point xi� and each point xi is the only such point in some
region Yj � De�ne pi � F �xi� and Pj � F �Yj� where F is a probability measure on x�� � � � � xm�
We want to show existence and uniqueness of the maximizer over F of

P
logPj �

We can rephrase the problem as maximization of
P

logPj over Pj 
 � such that there exist
pi 
 � with

P
pi � �� Pj �

P
i�xi�Yj

pi� The target function is continuous and strictly concave�
taking values in "������ and de�ned on a convex� compact set� It takes �nite values on the
�non�empty� relative interior of its domain� Hence its supremum is uniquely achieved� Since for
each i there is a j with Pj � pi the maximizer is also unique in terms of the original variables
pi�

In terms of the pi and introducing a Lagrange multiplyer � for the constraint
P
pi � � we

know� by di�erentiating
P

logPj � �
P
pi with respect to pi� that if � and pi 
 � satisfyX

j�xi�Yj

��Pj � � � �� ����

for each i� and
P
pi � �� then the pi are the unique solution of our optimization problem�

Multiplying ���� by pi and adding over i we �nd that � � n� But ���� with � � n is nothing
but the self�consistency equation ���� Hence these equations have a unique solution�

Appendix B	 Identi
ability of the self�consistency equation�

Let F� be the set of all distributions on X which are equivalent with F� and for which k
dF��dF k�	��

Theorem ��� Suppose that for a F � F� with k dF��dF k�	�
PF�AF �h� Fh� � � for all h with k h k�	��

Then F � F��

Proof� Let � dominate F� and denote the density dF�d� by f � Assume F �� F�� F � F��
k dF��dF k�	 M and PF��AF �h � Fh�� � � for all h with k h k�	 �� We want to get a
contradiction �then we have to conclude that F � F��� Set h � �f� � f��f and notice that now
Fh � � and k h k�	 �� De�ne for this h a function %h � I � IR � IR on a closed interval I
around zero given by�

%h��� �

Z
log�pF��h�dPF� �

F��h is a line through F with score h� in terms of densities it is given by f��h � �� � �h�f �
PF��AF �h�� � � tells us that d

d�%h��� j���� �� By ��� we have pF �� pF� PF a�e� Now� by
linearity of f � pf � the strict concavity of �log�� and the latter fact we have�



��

%h��� �
Z

log
�
p��	��f��f��f�f

�
dPF���

�
Z

log ���� ��pf � �pf��dPF���

� ��� ��

Z
log�pf�dPF��� � �

Z
log�p��dPF���

� ��� ��%h��� � �

Z
log�p��dPF���

and hence

%h���� %h��� � �

�Z
log�p��dPF��� �

Z
log�pf�dPF���

�
� ���

where by the Jensen inequality � � �� using that pf �� p� PF��� a�e� So

�

�
�%h���� %h���� � � � ��

which contradicts that d
d�%h��� j���� �� �

Appendix C	 L��invertibility of the information operator�

Lemma ��� If for some � � � �G�x� � � � � on the support of F � then IF � L��F �� L��F � is
onto and has a bounded inverse given by

I��F �
�X
k��

�I � IF �
k�

where I denotes the identity operator� Moreover� the bound does not depend on F �

k I��F �h� kF� �

�
k h kF �

If �G�x� � � on the support of F � then IF is ���� but not necessarily onto�

Proof� For the onto and bounded invertibility of IF and the expression for the inverse it su�ces
to show that k AF �h� kPF


p
� k h kF �see van der Laan� �		�a�� We have

AF �h��Y � � �h�X� � �����E�h�X� j X � Y ��

Thus

EA�
F �h��Y �� 
 E�h��X���

� E�h��X�E�� j X��

� E�h��X��G�X��


 �Eh��X���
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